Online reviews provided by consumers are a valuable asset for e-Commerce platforms, influencing potential consumers in making purchasing decisions. However, these reviews are of varying quality, with the useful ones buried deep within a heap of non-informative reviews. In this work, we attempt to automatically identify review quality in terms of its helpfulness to the end consumers. In contrast to previous works in this domain exploiting a variety of syntactic and community-level features, we delve deep into the semantics of reviews as to what makes them useful, providing interpretable explanation for the same. We identify a set of consistency and semantic factors, all from the text, ratings, and timestamps of user-generated reviews, making our approach generalizable across all communities and domains. We explore review semantics in terms of several latent factors like the expertise of its author, his judgment about the fine-grained facets of the underlying product, and his writing style. These are cast into a Hidden Markov Model -Latent Dirichlet Allocation (HMM-LDA) based model to jointly infer: (i) reviewer expertise, (ii) item facets, and (iii) review helpfulness. Large-scale experiments on five real-world datasets from Amazon show significant improvement over state-of-the-art baselines in predicting and ranking useful reviews.
Introduction
Motivation: With the rapid growth in e-Commerce, product reviews have become a crucial component for the business. As consumers cannot test the functionality of a product prior to purchase, these reviews help them make an informed decision to buy the product or not. As per a survey conducted by Nielsen Corporations, 40% of online consumers indicated that they would not buy electronics without consulting online reviews first [2] .
Due to the increasing dependency on user-generated reviews, it is crucial to understand their quality -that can widely vary from being an excellent-detailed opinion to superficial criticizing or praising, to spams in the worst case. Without any indication of the review quality, it is overwhelming for consumers to browse through a multitude of reviews. In order to help consumers in finding useful reviews, most of the e-Commerce platforms nowadays allow users to vote whether a product review is helpful or not. For instance, any Amazon product review is accompanied with information like x out of y users found the review helpful. This helpfulness score (x/y) can be considered as a proxy for the review quality, and its usefulness to the end customers. In this work, we aim to automatically find the helpfulness score of a review based on certain consistency, and semantic aspects of the review like: whether the review is written by an expert, what are the important facets of the product outlined in his review, what do other experts have to say about the given product, timeliness of the review etc. -that are automatically mined as latent factors from review texts.
Related Research and their Limitations
Predicting Review Helpfulness and Spams: Prior works on predicting review usefulness mostly operate on shallow syntactic textual features like bag-of-words, part-of-speech tags, and tf-idf (term, and inverse document frequency) statistics [5, 10] . These works, and other related works on finding review spams [4, 13] classify extremely opinionated reviews as not helpful. Similarly, other works exploiting rating & activity features like frequency of user posts, average ratings of users and items [8, 10, 17] consider extreme ratings and deviations as indicative of unhelpful reviews. Some recent works incorporate additional information like community-specific characteristics (who-voted-whom) with explicit user network [10, 19] , and item-specific meta-data like explicit item facets and product brands [5, 9] .
Apart from the requirement of a large number of meta-features that restrict the generalizability of many of these models to any arbitrary domain, these shallow features do not analyze what the review is about, and, therefore, cannot explain why it should be helpful for a given product. Some of these works [9, 17] identify expertise of a review's author as an important feature. However, in absence of suitable modeling techniques, they consider prior reputation features like user activity, and low rating deviation as proxy for user expertise. Latent Factors for Review Analysis: Prior approaches for analyzing review texts aim to learn latent topics [7] , latent aspects and their ratings [6, 11, 20] , and user-user interactions [21] . The author writing style is also used in [14] . However, these prior approaches do not factor in the temporal dynamics and user expertise. Modeling Expertise: Our model for capturing user expertise draws motivation from [12, 15, 16] with signifi-cant differences. [12] ignores the content of reviews, and focuses only on the rating behavior for modeling expertise evolution, which is addressed in [16] . [15] proposes a generalized (continuous analog) version of expertise evolution model over [16] . However, it is much more complex and computationally expensive. Therefore, in this work, we use the simpler version [16] addressing some of its computational deficiencies (refer to Section 5.4 for details) for tractable inference in our problem setting.
Overview of our Approach and Contributions
Our work aims to overcome the limitations of prior works by exploring the semantics and consistency of a review to predict its helpfulness for a given product. The first step towards understanding the semantics of a review is to uncover the facet descriptions of the target product outlined in the review. We treat these facets as latent and use Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to discover them as topic clusters. The second step is to find the expertise of the users who wrote the review, and their description of the different (latent) facets of the product. In this work, we model expertise as a latent variable that evolves over time using Hidden Markov Model (HMM).
We make use of distributional hypotheses like: expert users agree on what are the important facets of a product, and their description (or, writing style) of those facets influences the helpfulness of a review. We also derive several consistency features -all from the given quintuple userId, itemId, rating, reviewText, timepoint -like prior user reputation, item prominence, and timeliness of a review. Finally, we leverage the interplay between all of the above factors in a joint setting to predict the review helpfulness.
For interpretable explanation, we derive interesting insights from the latent word clusters used by expertsfor instance, reviews describing the underlying "theme and storytelling" of movies and books, the "style" of music, and "hygiene" of food are considered most helpful for the respective domains. In summary, we make the following novel contributions: a) Model: We propose an approach to leverage the semantics and consistency of reviews to predict their helpfulness. We propose a Hidden Markov ModelLatent Dirichlet Allocation (HMM-LDA) based model that jointly learns the (latent) product facets, (latent) user expertise, and his writing style from observed words in reviews at explicit timepoints. b) Algorithm: We introduce an effective learning algorithm based on an iterative stochastic optimization process that reduces the mean squared error of the predicted helpfulness scores with the ground scores, as well as maximizes the log-likelihood of the data. c) Experiments: We perform large-scale experiments with real-world datasets from five different domains in Amazon, together comprising of 29 million reviews from 5.7 million users on 1.9 million items, and demonstrate substantial improvement over state-of-the art baselines for prediction and ranking tasks.
Review Helpfulness Factors
In this section, we outline the components of our model that analyze the semantics and consistency of reviews. Item Facets: It is essential to understand the different facets of an item in a review. For instance, a camera review can focus on facets like "resolution", "zoom", "price", "size", or a movie review can focus on "narration", "cinematography", "acting", "direction" etc. However, not all facets are equally important for an item. For example, a review downrating a camera for "late delivery" by the seller is not as helpful to end consumers as opposed to downrating it due to grainy resolution or shaky zoom. Therefore, a helpful review should focus on the important facets of an item. We model facets as latent variables, where the item's latent facet distribution in the review is indicative of how detailed and diverse the review is.
Review Writing Style:
Words used to describe the facets play a crucial role in making the review useful to the consumers. An important aspect of an expert writing style is to use precise, domain-specific vocabulary to describe a facet in details, rather than using generic words. For instance, contrast this expert camera review: "60D focus screen is 'grainy'. It is the 'precision matte' surface that helps to increase contrast and minimize depth of field for manual focusing. The Ef-s screen is even more so for use with fast primes..."with this amateur one: "This camera is pure garbage. It is the worst one I have ever owned. I bought it last xmas on a deal and have thrown it away and replaced it with a decent camera. " We learn a language model from the latent facets and user expertise that helps to distinguish the writing style of an experienced user from an amateur one. Reviewer Expertise: Prior works [4, 17] used proxy features like user activity and reputation (e.g. number of reviews written, feedback from community etc.) to harness users' expertise under the hypothesis that expert reviews are positively correlated to review helpfulness. We explicitly model user expertise, drawing motivation from recent works [12, 15, 16] with substantial modifications for tractable inference (refer Section 5.4). Expertise is not static, but evolves over time. A user who was amateur at the time of entering a community, may have become an expert now. We model expertise as a latent variable that evolves over time, exploiting the hypothesis that users at similar levels of expertise have similar rating behavior, facet preferences, and writing style.
Distributional Hypotheses: Our approach makes use of the following hypotheses to capture helpfulness: i) Reviews (e.g., camera reviews) with similar facet distribution (e.g., focusing on "zoom" and "resolution") for items are likely to be equally helpful. ii) Users with similar facet preferences and expertise are likely to be equally helpful.
In traditional collaborative filtering approaches for recommender systems, (i) and (ii) are similar to itemitem and user-user similarities, respectively. Consistency: Users and items do not gain reputation overnight. Therefore prior reputation of users and items are good indicators of associated reviews' helpfulness. We use the following features to guide our model in learning latent distributions based on review helpfulness. Prior user reputation: Average helpfulness votes received by the user's past reviews from other users. Prior item prominence: Average helpfulness votes received by the item's past reviews from other users, which is also indicative of the prominence of the item. User rating deviation: Absolute deviation between the user's rating on an item, and average rating assigned by the user over all other items. This captures the mean user rating behavior, and, therefore, scenarios where the user is too dis-satisfied (or, otherwise) with an item. Item rating deviation: Absolute deviation between a user's rating on the item, and average rating received by the item from all other users. This captures the scenario where a user unnecessarily criticizes or praises the item. Global rating deviation: Absolute deviation between a user's rating on an item, and average rating of all items by all users in the community -capturing deviation of user behavior from general community behavior. Timeliness or "Early-bird" bias: Prior work [9] shows a positive influence of a review's publication date on its perceived helpfulness. Early and "timely" reviews are more useful when the item is launched for consumers to make an informed decision. Also, early reviews are exposed to consumers for a longer period of time allowing them to garner more votes over time, compared to recent reviews. The timestamp of the first review on a given item i is considered to be the reference timepoint (say, t i,0 ). Therefore, the timeliness of any other review on the item at time t i is computed as: exp −(ti−ti,0) . The following section depicts our approach to model all of these factors jointly to predict review helpfulness.
Joint Model for Review Helpfulness

Incorporating Consistency Factors
Let u ∈ U be a user writing a review at time t ∈ T on an item i ∈ I. Let d = {w 1 , w 2 , ...w |N d | } be the corresponding review text with a sequence of words w , and rating r ∈ R. Each such review is associated with a helpfulness score h ∈ [0 − 1]. Let b t be the corresponding timeliness of the review computed as exp −(t−ti,0) , where t i,0 is the first review on the item i.
Let β u be the average helpfulness score of user u over all the reviews written by her (capturing user reputation), and β i be the average helpfulness score of all reviews for item i (capturing item prominence). Let r u be the average rating assigned by the user over all items, r i be the average rating assigned to the item by all users, and r g be the average global rating over all items and users. Consistency features include prior item and user reputation, deviation features, and burst.
Let ξ be a tensor of dimension E × Z, where E is the number of expertise levels of the users, and Z is the number of latent facets of the items. ξ e,z depicts the opinion of users at (latent) expertise level e ∈ E about the (latent) facet z ∈ Z. Therefore, the distributional hypotheses (outlined in Section 4) are intrinsically integrated in ξ that is estimated from the reviews' text, conditioned on reviews' helpfulness scores.
The estimated helpfulness score h(u, i) of a review by user u on item i is a function f of the following consistency and latent factors, parametrized by Ψ:
Here, f can be a polynomial, radial basis, or a simple linear function for combining the features. The objective is to estimate the parameters Ψ (of dimension: 6+E ×Z) that reduces the mean squared error of the predicted helpfulness scores with the ground scores:
where, we use L 2 regularization for the parameters to penalize complex models. There are several ways to estimate the parameters like alternate least squares, gradient-descent, and Newton based approaches.
Incorporating Latent Facets
We use principles of Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [1] to learn the latent facets associated to an item. Each review d on an item is assumed to have a Multinomial distribution θ over facets Z with a symmetric Dirichlet prior α. Each facet z has a Multinomial distribution φ z over words drawn from a vocabulary W with a symmetric Dirichlet prior δ. Exact inference is not possible due to the intractable coupling between Θ and Φ. Two popular ways for approximate inference are MCMC techniques like Collapsed Gibbs Sampling and Variational Inference.
Incorporating Latent Expertise
Expertise influences both the facet distribution Θ, as users at different levels of expertise have different facet preferences, and the language model Φ as the writing style is also different for users at different levels of expertise. Therefore, we parametrize both of these distributions with user expertise similar to the prior work in [16] , with some major modifications (discussed in the next section). Consider Θ to be a tensor of dimension E ×Z, and Φ to be a tensor of dimension E×Z ×W , where θ e,z denotes the preference for facet z ∈ Z for users at expertise level e ∈ E, and φ e,z,w denotes the probability of the word w ∈ W being used to describe the facet z by users at expertise level e. Now, expertise changes as users evolve over time. However, the transition should be smooth. Users cannot abruptly jump from expertise level 1 to 4 without passing through expertise levels 2 and 3. Therefore, at each timepoint t+1 (of posting a review), we assume a user at expertise level e t ∈ E to stay at e t , or move to e t + 1 (i.e. expertise level is monotonically non-decreasing). This progression depends on how the writing style (captured by Φ), and facet preferences (captured by Θ) of the user is evolving with respect to other expert users in the community; as well as the rate of activity of the user -that we use as a hyper-parameter for controlling the rate of progression. Let γ u , the activity rate of user u, be defined as: γ u = Du Du+Davg , where D u and D avg denote the number of posts written by u, and the average number of posts written by any user in the community, respectively.
Let Π be a tensor of dimension E × E with hyperparameters γ u of dimension U , where π ei,ej denotes the probability of moving to expertise level e j from e i with the constraint e j ∈ {e i , e i + 1}. However, not all users start at the same level of expertise, when they enter the community; some may enter already being an expert. The algorithm figures this out during the inference process. We assume all users to start at expertise level 1 during parameter initialization.
During inference, we want to learn the parameters Ψ, ξ, Θ, Φ, Π jointly for predicting review helpfulness.
Difference with Prior Works for Modeling
Expertise Our generative process of user expertise is motivated by [12, 16] with the following differences: (i) The prior works learn user-specific preferences for personalized recommendation. However, we assume users at the same level of expertise to have similar facet preferences. Therefore, the facet distribution Θ is conditioned only on the user expertise, and not the user explicitly, unlike the prior works. This helps us to reduce the dimensionality of Θ, and exploit the correspondence between Θ and ξ to tie the parameters of the consistency and latent factor models together for tractable inference.
(ii) The prior work [16] incorporates supervision, for predicting ratings, only indirectly via optimizing the Dirichlet hyper-parameters α of the Multinomial facet distribution Θ -and cannot guarantee an increase in data log-likelihood over iterations. In contrast, we exploit (i) to learn the expertise-facet distribution Θ directly from the review helpfulness scores by minimizing the mean squared error during inference. This is also tricky as parameters of the distribution Θ, for an unconstrained optimization, are not guaranteed to lie on the simplex -for which we do certain transformations, discussed during inference. Therefore, parameters are strongly coupled in our model, not only reducing mean squared error, but also leading to a near smooth increase in data log-likelihood over iterations (refer Figure 2) . Once expertise level e d of user u d for review d is known, her facet preferences are given by θ e d . Thereafter, the facet z d,w of each word w in d is drawn from a Multinomial (θ e d ). Now that the expertise level of a user, and her facets of interest are known, we can generate the language model Φ and individual words in the review -where the user draws a word from the Multinomial distribution φ e d ,z d,w with a symmetric Dirichlet prior δ. Refer Figure 1 for the generative process.
Generative Process
The joint probability distribution is given by:
5.6 Inference Given a corpus of reviews indexed by userId, itemId, rating, reviewText, timepoint , with corresponding helpfulness scores, our objective is to learn the parameters Ψ that minimizes the mean squared error given by Equation 5.2. In
We want to exploit this observation to infer the latent dimensions from text.
During the generative process of a review document, for a user at expertise level e, we want to draw her facet of interest z with probability θ e,z ∝ ψ e,z . However, we cannot directly replace Θ with Ψ due to the following reason. The traditional parametrization of a Multinomial distribution (Θ in this case) is via its mean parameters. Any unconstrained optimization will take the parameters out of the feasible set, i.e. they may not lie on the simplex. Hence, it is easier to work with the natural parameters instead. If we consider the unconstrained parameters ψ e,z (learned from Equation 5.2) to be the natural parameters of the Multinomial distribution Θ, we need to transform the natural parameters to the mean parameters that lie on the simplex (i.e. z θ e,z = 1). In this work, we follow the principle similar to [15] to do this transformation:
z exp(ψ e,z ) where, ψ e,z corresponds to the learned parameter for ξ e,z .
Exploiting conjugacy of the Multinomial and Dirichlet distributions, we can integrate out Φ from the joint distribution in Equation 5.3 to obtain the posterior distribution P (W |Z, E; δ) given by:
where, Γ denotes the Gamma function, and n(e, z, w) is the number of times the word w is used for facet z by users at expertise level e.
We use Collapsed Gibbs Sampling [3] , as in standard LDA, to estimate the conditional distribution for each of the latent facets z d,j , which is computed over the current assignment for all other hidden variables, after integrating out Φ. In the following equation, n(e, z, .) indicates the summation of the counts over all possible w ∈ W . The subscript −j denotes the value of a variable excluding the data at the j th position. The posterior distribution P (Z|Φ, W, E) of the latent variable Z is given by:
· n(e, k, w) + δ n(e, k, .) + W · δ Similar to the above process, we use Collapsed Gibbs Sampling [3] also to sample the expertise levels, keeping all facet assignments Z fixed. Let n(e i−1 , e i ) denote the number of transitions from expertise level e i−1 to e i over all users in the community, with the Markovian constraint e i ∈ {e i−1 , e i−1 + 1}.
(5.6) P (e i |e i−1 , e −i , u; γ u ) = n(e i−1 , e i ) + I(e i−1 = e i ) + γ u n(e i−1 , .) + I(e i−1 = e i ) + E · γ u where I(.) is an indicator function taking the value 1 when the argument is true (a self-transition, in this case, where the user has the same expertise level over subsequent reviews), and 0 otherwise. The subscript −i denotes the value of a variable excluding the data at the i th position. Note that the transition function is similar to prior works in Hidden Markov Model -Latent Dirichlet Allocation (HMM-LDA) based models [18] , [14] .
The conditional distribution for the expertise level transition is given by:
Using Equations 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, we obtain the conditional distribution for updating latent variables E as:
Consider a document d containing a sequence of words {w j } with corresponding facets {z j }. The first factor models the probability of the user u d reaching expertise level e u d for document d; whereas the second and third factor models the probability of the facets {z j } being chosen at the expertise level e u d , and the probability of observing the words {w j } with the facets {z j } and expertise level e u d , respectively. Following the Markovian assumption, we only consider the expertise levels e u d and e u d + 1 for sampling, and select the one with the highest conditional probability.
Samples obtained from Gibbs sampling are used to approximate the expertise-facet-word distribution Φ:
φ e,z,w = n(e, z, w) + δ n(e, z, .) + W · δ Once the generative process for a review d with words {w j } is over, we can estimate ξ from Φ as the proportion of the z th facet in the document written at expertise level e as: using Equations 5.1, 5.2, so as to minimize the mean squared error for predicting review helpfulness. Overall Processing Scheme: Exploiting results from the above discussions, the overall inference is an iterative stochastic optimization process consisting of the following steps: i) Sort all reviews by timestamps, and estimate E using Equation 5.8, by Gibbs sampling. During this process, consider all facet assignments Z and Ψ, from the earlier iteration fixed. ii) Estimate facets Z using Equation 5.5, by Gibbs sampling, keeping the expertise levels E and Ψ, from the earlier iteration fixed. iii) Estimate ξ using Equations 5.9 and 5.10. iv) Learn Ψ from ξ and other consistency factors using Test: Given a test review with user=u, item=i, words={w j }, rating=r, timestamp=t , we find its helpfulness score by plugging in the consistency features, and latent factors in Equation 5.1 with the parameters Ψ, β u , β i , r u , r i , r g having been learned from the training data. ξ is computed over the words {w j } using Equation 5.10 -with the distribution Φ having been learned during training.
Experiments
Setup: We perform experiments with data from Amazon in five different domains: (i) movies, (ii) music, (iii) food, (iv) books, and (v) electronics. The statistics of the dataset (snap.stanford.edu/data/) is given in Table 1 .
In total, we have 29 million reviews from 5.6 million users on 1.8 million items from all of the five domains combined. We extract the following quintuple for our model userId, itemId, timestamp, rating, review, helpfulnesVotes from each domain. During training, for movies, books, music, and electronics, we consider only those reviews for which at least y ≥ 20 users have voted about their helpfulness (including for, and against) to have a robust dataset (similar to the setting in [9, 17] ) for learning. Since the food dataset has less number of reviews, we lowered this threshold to five. For test, we used the 3 most recent reviews of each user as withheld test data (similar to the setting in [12, 16] ), that received atleast five votes (including for, and against). The same data is used for all the models for comparison. We group long-tail users with less than 10 reviews in training data into a background model, treated as a single user, to avoid modeling from sparse observations. We do not ignore any user. During the test phase for a "long-tail" user, we take her parameters from the background model. We set the number of facets as Z = 50, and number expertise levels as E = 5, for all the datasets.
Tasks and Evaluation Measures:
We use all the models for the following tasks: 1) Prediction: Here the objective is to predict the helpfulness score of a review as x/y, where x is the number of users who voted the review as helpful out of y number of users. As evaluation measures, we report:
(i) Mean squared error of the predicted scores with the ground helpfulness scores (using Equation 5.2), and (ii) Squared correlation coefficient (R 2 ) that gives an indication of the goodness of fit of a model, i.e., how well the regression function approximates the real data points, with R 2 = 1 indicating a perfect fit. 2) Ranking: A more suitable way of evaluation is to compare the ranking of reviews from different models sorted on their (predicted) helpfulness scores -where the reviews at the top of the rank list should be more helpful than the ones below -and compute rank correlation with the gold/reference rank list (sorted by ground-truth helpfulness scores x/y) using the following measures: (i) Spearman correlation (ρ) that assesses how well the relationship between two variables can be described using a monotonic function, and (ii) Kendall-Tau correlation (τ ) that measures the number of concordant and discordant pairs, to find whether the ranks of two elements agree or not based on their scores, out of the total number of combinations possible.
Quantitative Comparison Baselines:
We consider the following baselines to compare our work: [9] predict the helpfulness of reviews on IMDB based on: reviewer expertise, syntactic features, and timeliness of a review. The authors use reviewer preferences for explicit facets (pre-defined genres of movies in IMDB) as proxy for their expertise, part-ofspeech tags of words for syntactic features, and review publication dates for "timeliness" of reviews. This baseline is the closest to our work as we attempt to model similar factors. However, we model reviewer expertise explicitly, and the facets as latent -therefore not relying on any additional item meta-data (like, genres) or proxies for user authority.
For all of the above baselines, we use all the features from their works that are supported by our datasetfor instance, we could not use the social network, and explicit product meta-data absent in our dataset -for a fair comparison. Table 2 shows the comparison of the Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Squared Correlation Coefficient (R 2 ) for review helpfulness predictions, as generated by our model with the four baselines. Our model consistently outperforms all baselines in reducing the MSE. Table 3 shows the comparison of the Spearman (ρ) and Kendall-Tau (τ ) correlation between the rank list of helpful user reviews, as generated by all the models, and the gold rank list.
The most competitive baseline for our model is [9] . Due to a high overlap in consistency features of our model with this baseline, our performance improvement can be attributed to the incorporation of latent factors in our model. We perform paired sample t-tests, and find that our performance improvement over all the baselines is statistically significant at p-value < 2e − 16. We perform the best for the domains movies, music, and books with large number of reviews, and relatively worse in the domains food, electronics due to data sparsity for which user maturity could not be captured well.
Qualitative Comparison
Log-likelihood of data and convergence: The inference of our model is quite involved with the coupling between several variables, and the alternate stochastic optimization process. Figure 2 shows the increase in the data log-likelihood of our model per-iteration for different domains. We observe that the model is stable, and achieves a near smooth increase in the data loglikelihood per-iteration. It also converges quite fast between 20 − 30 iterations depending on the complexity of the dataset. For electronics the convergence is quite rapid as the data is quite sparse, and the model does not find sufficient evidence for categorizing users to different expertise levels; this behavior is reflected in all the experiments involving the electronics dataset. Language model and facet preference divergence: Figures 3a and 3b show the heatmaps of the KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence for facet preferences and language models of users at different expertise levels, as computed by our model conditioned on review helpfulness -given by D KL (θ ei ||θ ej ) and D KL (φ ei ||φ ej ) respectively, where Θ and Φ are given by Equations 5.4 and 5.9, respectively.
The main observation is that the KL divergence is higher -the larger the difference is between the expertise levels of two users. This confirms our hypothesis that expert users have a distinctive writing style and facet preferences different than that of amateurs -captured by the joint interactions between review helpfulness, reviewer expertise, facet preferences, and writing style. We also note that the increase in divergence with the increase in gap between expertise levels is not smooth for food and electronics due to sparsity of per-user data. Table 3 : Ranking Task: Correlation comparison between the ranking of reviews and gold rank list -our model versus baselines. Our improvements over the baselines are statistically significant at p-value < 2.2e − 16 using paired sample t-test.
Top words used by experts in most helpful reviews. Interpretable explanation by salient words used by experts for helpful reviews: Table 4 shows a snapshot of the latent word clusters, as used by experts and amateurs, for helpful reviews and otherwise, as generated by our model. We observe that the most helpful reviews pertaining to music talk about its essence and style; for books they describe the theme and writing style; for movies they write about screenplay and storytelling; for food reviews these are mostly concerned about hygiene and allergens; for electronics they discuss about specific product features. Note that prior works [5, 9] used explicit product features, that we were able to automatically discover as latent features from reviews. The least helpful reviews mostly describe some generic concepts, praise or criticize an item without going in depth about the facets, and are generally quite superficial in nature.
Conclusion
We proposed an approach to predict useful product reviews by exploiting the joint interaction between user expertise, writing style, timeliness, and review consistency using Hidden Markov Model -Latent Dirichlet Allocation. Unlike prior works exploiting a variety of syntactic and domain-specific features, our model uses only the information of a user reviewing an item at an explicit timepoint for this task -making our approach generalizable across all communities and domains. Additionally, we provide interpretable explanation as to why a review is helpful, in terms of salient words from latent word clusters -that are used by experts to describe important facets of the item in the review. Our experiments on real-world datasets from Amazon like books, movies, music, food, and electronics demonstrate effectiveness of our approach over state-of-the-art baselines. 
